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// 2014 CFO INNOVATION AWARDS
Meet Asia’s Outstanding CFOs, Accounting
Firms, Banks and Other Finance Partners
“I’m truly honored to receive this award
on behalf of my team in Maybank,” said
Mohamed Rafique Merican, Group CFO
of the Malaysian financial institution, at
the recent 3rd CFO Innovation Awards.
“They have been with me throughout this
journey of transformation.”
Then, to the audience’s amusement, he
announced: “I received a text message
from my wife not to forget to thank her.
She’s not here, but I’ll put it on record that
I have actually said thank you in front of all
of you. Thank you to my wife.”
Who says CFOs are all staid and serious
accountant-types? Not the 160 or so
finance professionals and guests at the
13 November dinner gala at the Marina
Mandarin Singapore, which honored
Rafique as CFO of the Year and four
other outstanding CFOs for excellence
in business partnering, mergers and
acquisitions, profitability management and
technology innovation.
It was an evening of celebration. CFO
Innovation also revealed the results of
voting by the CFO Innovation readership
on the Partners of the Year, representing
the accounting firms, banks, insurance
companies, technology providers and
other companies that our readers chose as
the best in their respective fields.
For the Partner of the Year Awards, CFO
Innovation readers made their choices
based on the following qualities:
• track record as a financially viable
enterprise
• provides a service that is fit for the
purpose
• provides innovative solutions focuses
on a long-term working relationship
• delivers superior after-sales service

For the CFO of the Year Awards, nominees
were given marks based on quantitative
metrics (40%) and qualitative assessment
(60%) by CFO Innovation editors. The
quantitative metrics include:
•
•
•
•
•

revenue growth
profit growth
revenue per finance team member
profit per finance team member
cost of finance function as percentage
of revenue

The qualitative scoring is based on
achievements such as:
• more powerful business model and
strategies as a result of the CFO’s
inputs, including big M&A wins
• big customer and revenue wins as a
result of the CFO’s business partnering
role
• recruitment and retention of the best
and brightest finance team because
of superior people skills and talent
management
• more accurate forecasting, budgeting,
analysis, stress testing, typically with
the adoption of technology
• effective risk management across the
enterprise
• more sustainable debt profile
• achieving or maintaining best-in-class
cost of finance
We honor and celebrate the CFO of the
Year and Partner of the Year winners once
again in these pages. We hope finance
professionals and other readers will be
inspired by the achievements of this
year’s awardees – as well as gain practical
knowledge on the outstanding partnercompanies in Asia that can help them
transform the finance function.
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CFO of the Year:
Mohamed Rafique Merican of Malayan Banking Berhad
it can better assess the risks and offer better
terms and conditions than the competition.
The relationship need not be limited only to
trade and supplier finance. Maybank is also
looking to extend the relationship to lending,
transaction banking, investment banking and
asset management. And the program will not
be limited only to Malaysia. Finance is now
assisting the business to forge similar Single
Window arrangements with other ASEAN
governments.
The out-of-the-box thinking is not new
to Rafique, a fellow of the Association of
Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) in the
UK. Before joining Maybank in 2012, he was
CEO of healthcare company Radicare and then
CFO of national utility Tenaga Nasional Berhad
and power firm Malakoff Berhad.
Mohamed Rafique Merican accepts the CFO of the Year Award

From left: Alan Seigrist, June Cheryl Cabal-Revilla, V S Parthasarathy, Mohamed Rafique Merican and Keith Chan

Congratulations to the 2014 CFO of the Year winners!
CFO of the Year
Mohamed Rafique Merican
Group CFO
Malayan Banking Berhad
Malaysia

Excellence in Technology Innovation
Keith Chan
Group Finance Director
Volkswagen Group Hong Kong Limited
Hong Kong

Excellence in Profitability Management
Alan Seigrist
CFO
The Executive Centre
Hong Kong

Excellence in Mergers & Acquisitions
V S Parthasarathy
CFO, Group CIO and EVP-Group M&A
Mahindra & Mahindra Limited
India

Excellence in Business Partnering
June Cheryl Cabal-Revilla
Group CFO
PLDT Fixed Line Subsidiaries
Philippines
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Just two years into his tenure as Group CFO
at Malaysia’s Maybank, Mohamed Rafique
Merican recently notched a first for ASEAN
banking. Finance worked with the business
to design and implement an exclusive twoyear strategic partnership with the country’s
National Single Window.

These experiences over two decades honed
his approach to business partnering. But
Rafique is also focused on other equally
important aspects of financial management.
He has implemented activity-based costing
for customer profitability analysis, automated
and streamlined the budgeting process, and
embedded financial performance metrics in the
balanced scorecard system.

Exporters and importers use this platform to
make customs declarations and payments and
other trade paperwork. Maybank is currently
the only institution with access to the detailed
and massive records. This is allowing it to find
and vet new clients and design trade finance
and other products customized specifically for
them.

He and his team are now working with IT on
a Regional Data Enterprise Data Warehouse
project, which will replace the existing data
warehouse in Malaysia and then in the
Philippines, Singapore and Indonesia. The
objective is to establish a single source of
truth that is system-independent and able to
aggregate data to the group level.

Finance’s initiative can be transformative
for Maybank. An initial assessment of 8,000
mainly smaller companies in the Single Window
database revealed that 76% had no relationship
with the bank. Because Maybank has access
to a company’s transactions and track record,

Last year, Maybank grew revenues by 11% to
US$5.5 billion and earnings by 12% to US$2.6
billion. If the Single Window initiatives pan out,
the financial results in the next two years might
be far more robust.

Excellence in Profitability Management:
Alan Seigrist of The Executive Centre
What is private equity investment manager
doing as CFO of a pan-regional serviced
real estate company like The Executive
Centre? For Alan Seigrist, the transition from
venture capitalist to taking overall financial
responsibility for a US$120-million-a-year
operation has been seamless.

As a private equity player, he partnered with
The Executive Centre’s CEO and founder in
1999 to pull off a US$20-million buyout from
the original owners. As CFO, Seigrist then
arranged a steady flow of funding from private
equity firms including Rothschild Investment
Trust, CVC and Headland Private Equity.
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To reach the company’s financial goals, Seigrist
built a data analysis platform to track and
manage the company’s customer base. This
provides the financial understanding that
guides customer relations management that
both keeps clients happy and also captures new
revenue streams as the interaction reveals new
products and services customers want and are
willing to pay for.
Technology is a key tool in Seigrist’s arsenal.
The analytics platform allows finance to
support rapid sales cycles, including recent
large regional deals with Salesforce.com,
Google, LinkedIn, Facebook and Apple. The use
of the multi-dimensional modelling software
Quantrix enables the kind of comprehensive
financial tracking and forecasting that Excel
cannot deliver, he adds.
Alan Seigrist brought his family to the awards ceremony

Today, the company operates more than 65
business centers across 21 major cities. But his
financial management has not focused so much
on “flag planting” – expansion for the sake of
market share – as on ROI and profitability. The
company’s for new projects has averaged over
50% since 2009, helping propel EBITDA to
increase 1,575% from 2003 to 2013.

And the Forecast and Contract Tracking System
(FACTS) that Seigrist had a direct hand in
developing is helping The Executive Centre
manage enterprise risk better – bad debts now
account for only 0.05% of receivables, with
A/R collection at only seven days. The cost of
finance is currently just 0.02% of revenues, a
figure that Seigrist expects to decline further
over time.

Excellence in Business Partnering:
June Cheryl Cabal-Revilla of PLDT
in the Philippines, including companies in Hong
Kong, Malaysia, Singapore, UK and the US.
Cabal-Revilla has been remarkably successful
in working with different and diverse
stakeholders in the 16 subsidiaries and the
holding company, which is chaired by Philippine
tycoon Manuel V. Pangilinan. “She’s an excellent
finance person, very intelligent and with solid
integrity,” says the chairman. “She is very
personable and a likable and affable person.”
“Within the organization, her views are always
solicited,” he adds. “Beyond finance, she exerts
influence as to how strategic plans are crafted .
. . One day, she should be groomed to become a
CEO of major company within the Group.”

June Cheryl Cabal-Revilla had her husband, Philippine Mayor Strike Revilla, as plus-one

Few finance professionals would want to be
responsible for financial management of 16
enterprises, but June Cheryl Cabal-Revilla has
accepted the challenge with aplomb. She is
CFO of the fixed-line subsidiaries of Philippine
Long Distance Telephone (PLDT), a major telco
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Emmanuel Lorenzana, President and CEO
at PLDT cable company Cignal TV, has been
working with Cabal-Revilla for 18 months. “In
such a short time, she helped a fast-growing
but unprofitable organization into profit for the
first time in its existence,” he says. “She did this
through tough but fair fiduciary measures and
helping create a culture of efficiency in cost and
resource utilization.”
(continued in page 10)
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(continued from page 6)

Cabal-Revilla’s focus on affable business
partnering and tough but fair financial
discipline helped boost core income at the
holding company by 30% to US$78.8 million,
even though revenues grew only 7% to US$1.3
billion. Cignal TV, which has been in the red
since it was launched in 2009, reported core
income of US$1 million in the first half of 2014
– from a loss of US$2.9 million in the same
period last year.
It might be that a 17th or an 18th company

will get added to Cabral-Revilla’s portfolio.
Not to worry. Most financial systems are now
automated and a new Center of Excellence for
Finance is freeing in-house finance teams to
focus more on analytics and strategy support
for top management and operations.
The adoption and improvements in finance
systems, says the CFO, have not only cut the
overall cost of finance, but also accorded
respect and empowerment to the function
– which in turn is attracting the best and the
brightest finance professionals to join and stay
on with the company.

Excellence in Technology Innovation:
Keith Chan of Volkswagen Group Hong Kong
updated on the financial and other systems.
It’s all thanks to Group Finance Director Keith
Chan, who also leads IT and procurement
functions. A self-confessed tech geek, he has
been pushing the use of mobile technologies
in the showroom, automotive center and the
back-office, including accounting, finance and
analytics.
The initiative has been working out so well that
the Hong Kong office, which is also responsible
for Macau, has been designated an innovation
hub by Volkswagen headquarters in Germany.
The Hong Kong unit was recently invited to the
Global Country CEO Meeting to share its best
practices and innovations with other markets.
The use of mobile technologies in Hong Kong is
now being replicated in China, the Philippines,
Middle East and other places and brands.
Volkswagen’s Keith Chan thanks his team – and mobile technology

Visit the Volkswagen showroom in Hong
Kong and be prepared to be impressed by the
efficiency and real-time systems in place there
– through the use of tablets and smart phones.
Customers sign for purchases and other
services on the iPad, which is automatically

The deployment of the latest mobile
technologies in finance is particularly useful in
process automation and management analytics.
The CFO and others in finance can view,
assess and approve transactions on the go, for
example. Real- and near real-time information
can also be accessed anytime, anywhere and
action taken or recommended.

Cisco, Enabling a
World of Many Clouds
Deliver Value While Staying Agile
No matter which part of Cloud journey you are in, with
Cisco’s comprehensive set of cloud solutions, you can
navigate the World of Many Clouds™ with confidence –
building agility in your business and yet it is secured and
cost-efficient.
Our broad range of cloud infrastructure and application
capabilities lets you combine and move workloads across
different clouds as needed — easily and securely. By
increasing your sourcing flexibility, you can more
successfully assume the role of a broker of IT services,
increase transparency, and align business and IT agendas.
Talk to our Cloud Expert and start your navigating the
cloud journey with Cisco.
For more information about the Cisco Cloud Portfolio, visit
theciscocloud.com
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Meet Malaysia’s First Regional Cash
Management Bank

Excellence in Mergers & Acquisitions:
V S Parthasarathy of Mahindra & Mahindra
group revenues to US$16.5 billion today.
Mahindra & Mahindra, the flagship utility
vehicle and farm-equipment company, earned
after-tax profit of US$633 million on sales of
US$7 billion in fiscal year 2013-14 – up 12%
and 1%, respectively, from the previous year.
The M&A experience and expertise finance
has accumulated should continue to serve
Mahindra well. But Parthasarathy is not limiting
the service just to the group. He is offering
finance’s expertise to Mahindra & Mahindra’s
vendors, dealers and other business partners
as well. These medium- and small-sized
enterprises are typically not in the radar of
investment banks.

ACCA’s Soo Yee Leong (left) congratulates V S Parthasarathy

Between 2005 and 2011, automotive
multinational Mahindra was the second most
active acquirer in India. The conglomerate
bought Korea’s Ssangyong Motors, Yueda
Tractor Co. in China, Engines Engineering Italy,
the UK’s Stokes Group and domestic firms
Satyam Computers and Punjab Tractors.
V S Parthasarathy is a key player in more than
50 M&A transactions, which have propelled

“This benefits the entire eco-system and
creates a deep bond between Mahindra &
Mahindra and its business partners,” says the
CFO, who is also Executive Vice President for
Group M&A and Group CIO.
A fellow of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of India, Parthasarathy joined
Mahindra & Mahindra in 2000. He has
pioneered a CFO Track Program at Mahindra,
which identifies young talent and takes them
through a mix of classroom training and crossfunctional job exposure. He is also focused
on technology as an enabler of financial and
operational efficiency and effectiveness, as well
as in risk management and M&A.

Maybank was voted Best Malaysian
Provider of Cash Management Services
by the CFO Innovation readership. The
Malaysian financial institution discusses
how it helps CFOs in Malaysia as well
as in other countries with their cash
management requirements.
What are the cash management services
that Maybank provides?
We help our larger business customers
in Malaysia improve their ability to
accelerate the business working capital
cycle. We do this by providing innovative
solutions to effectively manage cash flow,
particularly around collections, payments
and liquidity management.
Furthermore, we provide our customers
with instant, 24/7 access to a holistic view
of their business cash flow, so they can
enjoy a simplified reconciliation process
and, more importantly, conduct cash flow
forecasting with greater precision.
By leveraging on our in-country
business experts, established regional
infrastructure and extensive physical
touch points across the region, we believe
we are confident the ideal partner for
our large business customers in Malaysia,
enabling them to achieve the most from
their business working capital cycles.
How do you differentiate yourself from
your competitors?
We engage in a strategic relationship with
our clients. We value our clients as
our business partners and continuously
adapt and build solutions that are relevant
to their businesses.
We go the extra mile in our servicedelivery, as part of our commitment in
creating exceptional business value that
complements and facilitates our clients’
business. Therefore, we are confident that
clients will continue to place their trust in
us to deliver the best for their business.
Tell us about some solutions that
Maybank has rolled out.
A renowned engineering and construction
contractor for the offshore Oil &
Gas industry in Malaysia has faced
challenges in managing multiple banking
relationships for payment processing.
Adopting Universal ERP Hub (Maybank2E
ERP Integration) allowed it to set up
a connection from its ERP system to
Maybank via a direct, host-to-host
connection for all its payments, which are
valued at more than RM1.4 billion per
annum.
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They have since enjoyed higher efficiency
and cost savings in payments initiation,
a higher level of straight-through
processing and improved levels of
service to its stakeholders. It was also
able to implement the solution with
fewer resources compared to competing
solutions.
Another Maybank client, who is one of
the leading captive financial services
providers in the world, faced issues
with manual reconciliation of customer
payments. The firm also needed help
with third-party payments and payroll
management.
They deployed a complete cash
management solution suite from Maybank
in Malaysia, covering Information
Management, Payables Management,
Receivables Management and Liquidity
Management.
The firm has since experienced complete
control over its banking account activities,
gained time and cost savings in managing
payables and receivables and enhanced
its internal operational process with
automated reconciliation.
What are Maybank’s key distinguishing
product/service features?
We are the first Malaysian bank to launch
a regional cash management system,
known as Maybank2E-Regional Cash
(RC). Our award-winning RC and our
extensive global footprint of 2,400 offices
in 20 countries cater to the growing
regional transactional needs of 22 million
customers worldwide.
RC is a web-based regional cash
management system that enables
clients to access their portfolio, initiate
payments, and manage liquidity
and collections. It is delivered in six
languages (English, Bahasa Malaysia,
Bahasa Indonesia, Simplified &
Traditional Chinese and Japanese) and
is now available in Malaysia, Singapore,
Philippines, Indonesia, China and Hong
Kong and will be made available to other
ASEAN countries by end of 2014.
RC features 24/7 accessibility to better
control clients’ cash flow position,
anytime, anywhere (via web browser,
smartphones and tablets); a highly secure
and convenient way of managing local and
cross border payments and receivables;
and a multi-country and multilingual
system that supports multiple file formats
and integration to multiple back-end

platform. It is, in fact, the first corporate
mobile banking application to be available
in all mobile platforms, i.e. iOS, Android,
Blackberry 10 and Windows Mobile.
What about client support?
Client support plays a very important role
in our overall business relationship.
We have established multiple support
channels for our clients:
• Transaction Banking Service Management
(TBSM): Our specialized service
managers are fully trained to handle
the more sophisticated demands of our
valued corporate clients.
• Specialized Customer Support: We have
a dedicated operations team to handle
local and regional corporate clients for
on-boarding and token management.
• Maybank Group Call Center: More than
540 call center personnel have been
trained to provide timely responses to
our ever-increasing client base.
How is Maybank responding to the
challenge of mobile banking?We have
invested in mobile banking technologies
to provide alternative channels for our
clients to access their corporate accounts
while on the move. Our corporate mobile
banking capabilities are available via
Mobile Web Banking, Apps Banking and
SMS/Text Banking.
Mobile Web Banking offers the full
functions available on the Maybank2E
web-based platform. Security features
include 2FA and a HTTPS protocol
secured page. The solution is accessible
via most mobile web browsers, is available
in six languages, and provides customers
with near real-time currency exchange
rates.
Apps Banking allows customers to view
their company’s account information and
transaction history, and to authorize or
reject transactions. Customers on smaller
mobile screens enjoy faster and easier
access to Maybank’s solution. Security
is provided via 2FA. Apps Banking is
available in six languages on most major
operating platforms and provides clients
with near real-time currency exchange
rates.
SMS/Text Banking delivers notifications
via the SMS channel, serving as a quick
alert method for informing beneficiaries
of a successful payment.

// Partners of the Year

// Partners of the Year
// Best Indonesia Bank Provider of Cash

Congratulations to the 2014 Partner of the Year winners!

Management Services
Bank Central Asia (Partner of the Year)
Bank CIMB Niaga
Bank Negara Indonesia

// Best in Audit Services

Ernst & Young
KPMG
PwC (Partner of the Year)

IBM ASEAN CFO Angeline Chua (left) presents the award to Bank Central Asia’s Dhalia
Ariotedjo

Singapore Airlines CFO Stephen Barnes (left) and PwC’s Kok Leong Soh

// Best in Risk Management Advisory

BCA is one of the leading commercial banks in Indonesia with a core focus on transaction banking business and providing loan facilities
and solutions to the corporate, commercial & SME and consumer segments.
Transaction banking is BCA’s core franchise which provides a wide range of products and services. In past recent years, BCA has
embarked on new ventures in Sharia banking, motorcycle financing, insurance and capital markets, complementing the Bank’s main
business lines and providing comprehensive financial solutions to its customer base.
With more than 20,000 employees, BCA’s vision is to be the bank of choice and a major pillar of the Indonesian economy.

Ernst & Young
KPMG
PwC (Partner of the Year)

// Best Malaysia Bank Provider of Cash
Management Services
CIMB
Maybank Bhd (Partner of the Year)
Public Bank

Barnes and Mark Jansen, also of PwC

PwC helps organisations and individuals create the value they’re looking for. We’re a network of firms in 157 countries with more than
184,000 people who are committed to delivering quality in assurance, tax and advisory services.
Providing organisations with the advice they need, wherever they may be located. Our highly qualified, experienced professionals
listen to different points of view to help organisations solve their business issues and identify and maximise the opportunities they
seek. Our industry specialisation allows us to help co-create solutions with our clients for their sector of interest.
Tell us what matters to you and find out more by visiting us at www.pwc.com.

// Best International Bank Provider of Cash
Management Services
Citibank
HSBC (Partner of the Year)
Standard Chartered Bank

// Best India Bank Provider of Cash

Management Services
Bank of India (Partner of the Year)
HDFC Bank
ICICI Bank

// Best Hong Kong Bank Provider of Cash
Management Services
Bank of East Asia
BOC Hong Kong
Hang Seng Bank (Partner of the Year)

Chua and Maybank’s Mahadir Manap

Maybank is among Asia’s leading banking groups and South East Asia’s fourth largest bank by assets. It has been ranked among
the World’s Top 20 Strongest Banks by Bloomberg Markets for two consecutive years - 2013 and 2014. The Maybank Group has
an international network of 2,400 offices in 20 countries namely Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Philippines, Brunei Darussalam,
Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand, Papua New Guinea, Hong Kong SAR & People’s Republic of China, Bahrain, Uzbekistan, Myanmar, Laos,
Pakistan, India, Saudi Arabia, Great Britain and the United States of America. The Group offers an extensive range of products and
services, which includes consumer and corporate banking, investment banking, Islamic banking, stock broking, insurance and takaful
and asset management. It has over 47,000 employees serving more than 22 million customers worldwide. (www.maybank.com)

// Best Philippines Bank Provider of Cash
Management Services
Bank of the Philippine Islands
Metrobank (Partner of the Year)
Union Bank of the Philippines

// Best Singapore Bank Provider of Cash

Management Services
DBS Bank (Partner of the Year)
Overseas-Chinese Banking Corp. (OCBC)
United Overseas Bank (UOB)

// Best Provider of Trade Credit Insurance
Atradius
Coface (Partner of the Year)
Euler Hermes
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Metrobank’s Head of Cash Management Division Carla U. Ermita (left) and Executive
Vice President Mylene Arnaldo Caparas with CFO Innovation Publisher Nigel Standley
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// Partners of the Year

// ACCENTURE INTERVIEW
// Best Insurance Broker

Aon
Jardine Lloyd Thompson
Marsh (Partner of the Year)

Chris Mead of Hays (left) and Alistair Fraser of Marsh

// Best Treasury Management System (TMS)
Solution
Oracle
SAP (Partner of the Year)
SunGard

// Best Analytics/Business Intelligence (BI)

Solution
IBM (Cognos)
Oracle
SAP Business Objects (Partner of the Year)

// Best Cloud Services Provider (Platform/

// Best Cloud Services Provider (Enterprise

// Best in IT Outsourcing

// Best in Telco Services

Infrastructure)
Cisco
Google Cloud (Partner of the Year)
iCloud

Accenture
IBM (Partner of the Year)
Infosys

Software)
Infosys Cloud Services
NetSuite
SAP Cloud Solutions (Partner of the Year)

AT&T
SingTel (Partner of the Year)
Vodafone

// Best in Managed Services

Cisco (Partner of the Year)
Nokia Siemens
SingTel

Mead and Reji Warrier of Cisco

Cisco Managed Services
Do More with Less - Reduce the Total Cost of Ownership by 27%*
The Cisco Managed Services provides an out-tasked service that can help customers improve delivery of services to their users.
The service allows them to respond to ‘always-on’ demands with 24/7 remote monitoring and management of their network and
architecture solutions.
Cisco offers simplified and consistent managed services across four key technology areas: collaboration, security, data center and
enterprise networks. It helps customers anticipate, identify, and resolve issues quickly and accurately. Customers retain as much
visibility and control as they desire.
*Source: Cisco on Cisco
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Why Accenture Is a Partner of the Year
accounting and payroll alone, but rather
looking at a business’s end-to-end
processes, even if we’re not performing
the whole process. We concentrate on
taking a more expansive, holistic view
of the services, processes and functions
being outsourced to provide value.

Anoop Sagoo, Senior Managing Director,
Asia Pacific at Accenture Operations

With satisfied clients like Yogesh
Farswani, it is perhaps not surprising
that Accenture was voted by the CFO
Innovation readership as Best in Finance
and Accounting Outsourcing and Best
in Payroll Outsourcing in the 2014 CFO
Innovation Partner of the Year Awards.
“Accenture has served as a really good
partner,” says Farswani, who is Finance
Director & CFO - Singapore/Taiwan
Operations at Pratt & Whitney, the giant
maker of aircraft engines. “Once we pick
a partner, we stay loyal. Fortunately that
trust has been reciprocated really well.”
CFO Innovation’s Melissa Chua spoke to
Anoop Sagoo, Senior Managing Director,
Asia Pacific at Accenture Operations, on
how the company partners with Asia’s
finance organizations. Here are some
excerpts from that conversation:
Tell us about Accenture’s F&A and payroll
outsourcing services.
We have more than 20 years’ experience
under our belt, having signed our first
F&A outsourcing contract with BP back
in 1991. In that time, we’ve helped
move the business process outsourcing
(BPO) industry away from transaction
processing and toward using insights,
deeper relationships and shared goals
to help clients operate their finance
functions better and deliver business
outcomes.

In Asia Pacific, we’ve also increasingly
observed clients come to us because
they want to improve their control
environments and ensure compliance. For
instance, clients in China have come to us
because they recognize Accenture has a
rigorous control framework, particularly
around audit performances and isolating
process defects.
Who are some of the customers you’ve
worked with?
Back in 2006, Microsoft embarked
on significant finance transformation
program called OneFinance. The company
had undergone substantial growth and
wanted to standardize processes across
its F&A and procurement functions. Part
of the OneFinance program involved
partnering with Accenture to run a shared
services network that is still in operation
today. We helped implement a new
finance operating model across more than
100 countries over an 18-month period.
As a result, Microsoft reduced operating
costs by 35% and saved an additional
20% by simplifying, streamlining and
automating key procurement and
accounts-payable processes.
Another client, ANZ Bank wanted to
consolidate its financing and accounting
functions to standardize process and
technology to enable greater visibility
and control, and ultimately create a
more mature decision making and
reporting platform for its business. In
2010, Accenture built a shared-services
capability over a 12-month period
allowing the bank to consolidate its
finance and accounting functions.

Today we provide a full range of F&A BPO
services spanning procure to pay, order
to cash, and record to report; and payroll
administration services. For F&A BPO
clients, for example, we process their
invoices, collate the spend, map that back
to their strategic sourcing agreements
and identify rogue spending outside
that agreement – which is money sifting
through their hands. We’re focused on
finding it and giving it back to help drive
savings.

How much does Accenture charge?
Prices vary significantly based on the
scope of the engagement and can be
based on input, output or incentive-based
models.

One of Accenture’s key ethoses is to
ensure we’re focused not just on finance,

Going forward, what are the new
services you will be offering?

At Accenture, wwe’re continuing to focus
on using technology to deliver high-value
services and meaningful results. We are
using analytics to give finance executives
real-time insights into how global events
are affecting their financials and identify
opportunities to drive additional value for
clients.
We’re working to leverage smart
machines and robots from a software
perspective. We’re using virtual engineers
and policy to drive decisions and using
automation to execute at scale. This
allows us to free up our people for more
complex and rewarding, consultative
tasks. It improves the quality and cost of
operations, and improves our ability to
innovate – all of which provides greater
value to our clients and delivers the
services they need to enable their digital
enterprise.
What advice can you give to CFOs about
outsourcing?
We’ve conducted research around what
separates the best-performing BPO
relationships from the rest and have
identified a number of key characteristics
to successful engagements.
Collaborative governance was one
behavior we identified that I feel is
important for CFOs to focus on. Getting
people at the right levels to work together
in a proper, trust-based environment has
a fundamental effect on the success of the
relationship.
Another key characteristic for successful
engagements is looking at the end-toend processes and including the provider
and business end users in the whole
process -- even when the provider is only
responsible for a sub-process -- in order
to achieve their desired performance
outcome.
It is critical as well to have a changemanagement program in place. There is
bound to be an impact on an organization
once an outsourcing services model gets
implemented. A change-management
program will enable the organization to be
more effective and ensure the transition
goes smoothly.

We’re increasingly seeing leading clients
– those that view outsourcing as strategic
to their business and more than just a
cost-reduction tool – explore business
outcome-based pricing models as a way to
focus on end results and business value.
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// Partners of the Year
// Best in Finance and Accounting

Recruitment
HAYS Recruiting Experts Worldwide
(Partner of the Year)
Michael Page
Robert Walters

Jurong Town Corporation Group CFO Tuck Chuen Ho (left) and Hays’ Richard Bradshaw

Hays is the expert in recruiting accountancy and finance professionals at all levels, from CFOs to Partners and accounting support
staff across a wide range of industries. We also offer a specialist service with dedicated consultants in banking and financial services,
commerce and industry, public sector and public practice recruitment. With our professional know-how we can help you achieve
lasting impact by bringing the right person together with the right job. With ten offices and 50 experts specialised in accountancy and
finance recruitment across Asia we can help power your world of work. hays.cn | hays.co.jp | hays.com.hk | hays.com.sg | hays.com.my

// Best in Finance and Accounting
Outsourcing
Accenture (Partner of the Year)
Capgemini
IBM

Singapore Airlines CFO Stephen Barnes (left) and Accenture’s Mihir Selarka

// Best in Payroll Outsourcing

Accenture (Partner of the Year)
Aon Hewitt
Infosys

Trade BCA

International
transaction
at your fingertips

Barnes and Accenture’s Paul Prendergast

// Best in Document Solutions

Fuji Xerox (Partner of the Year)
Fujitsu
Ricoh
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// Best in Factoring

Capital Business Credit
Excellence Singapore
IFS Capital (Partner of the Year)

More Info: Halo BCA (021) 500888 / www.bca.co.id
BCA is registered with & supervised by OJK

•
•
•
•

Trade Specialist Service
Fast & Secure
Competitive Fees
Broad Network

// 2014 CFO INNOVATION AWARDS

Congratulations to Asia’s top
CFOs and finance partners!
Asia’s top CFO’s gathered together on the evening of 13 November
2014 for the 3rd Annual CFO Innovation Asia Awards, to celebrate their
accomplishments and recognize their peers for outstanding achievement
in the finance field.
The annual awards ceremony, hosted by CFO Innovation, acknowledges
not only chief financial officers and their teams, but also the firms that
provide them with the services, support, and technologies that enable
their success.
This year’s gala awards dinner was the biggest yet, attended by more than
160 CFOs and other guests from Singapore, India, Indonesia, Malaysia,
the Philippines and other countries.
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